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Abstract-Watermarking describes that hide information in
digital media such as images, audio and video. This work mainly
focuses on invisible and robust watermark schemes for video
sequences. A major requirement for the video watermarking
schemes is the possibility of invisible watermarking and
decoding with no access to the original signal. Piracy and
copyright production is a major area of the in Digital Asset
Management System. Encryption, Steganography, cryptography
watermarking techniques was already adopted to maintain
piracy and security in Digital Media such as images, audio and
video. Most of the watermarking techniques focus on embedding
hidden message into the Digital Media to product the ownership
of the video contents. Here, we propose an algorithm to claim
the ownership of Digital Video using Dynamic watermarking
techniques. This involves selection of key frames from the given
Digital Video based on rgb values. Pair of key frames is analyzed
for horizontal jagged noise around the edges using interlaced
scanning. Finally, Spread Transform-Scalar Costa Scheme in
applied over the order pair of key frames to generate watermark
signal.

Many groups developing video watermarking technology
have applied image watermarking technology into frames
of a digital video content. Unfortunately, this means that
each frame has a distinct watermark unrelated
to the preceding and following frames, which may be
visually very similar. A frequent attacker can take
advantage of this by averaging frames to discover, and
remove, this watermarking technology does not calculate
watermarks based on individual frames, but on selected
prisms, so it does not provide attackers with this
opportunity. The embedding takes place by manipulating
the content of the digital data, which means the information
is not embedded in the frame around the data. The hiding
process has to be such that the modifications of the media
are imperceptible. For images this means that the
modifications of the pixel values have to be invisible.
II.RELATED WORKS
Many of the watermarking schemes have been proposed in
the literature for still images and videos. Most of them
operate on uncompressed videos, while others embed
watermarks directly into compressed video. the watermark
must be either robust or fragile, depending on the
application. By "robust" we mean the capability of the
watermark to resist manipulations of the media, such as
lossy compression where compressing data and then
decompressing it retrieves data that may well be different
from the original, but are close enough to be useful in some
way.
Further, the novel quantization-based on data-hiding
method, named Rational Dither Modulation (RDM) is
presented. [1]This method gives most of the simplicity of
the dither modulation (DM) scheme, which is highly
vulnerable to amplitude scaling, but changes the latter in
some way that it becomes invariant to get attacks. RDM is
using a gain-invariant adaptive quantization step-size at
embedded and also decoder. This causes the watermarked
signal being asymptotically stationary. The problem in this
paper is RDM can only work in the scalar fashion. An
encryption method and with the novel property that publicly
revealing an encryption key does not reveal the
corresponding decryption key.
Digital watermarking permits linking information on
documents that means that key information is written twice
on the documents. Couriers or other secure means are not
needed to transmit keys, as a message can be enciphered
using an encryption key publicly revealed by the intended
recipient. Only recipient can decipher the message, because
he only knows the desired decryption key. A message can
be signed using a privately held decryption key. Anyone
can verify this signature using the corresponding publicly
known the encryption key. Signatures cannot be forged, and
a signer cannot later deny the validity of his signature. This
has obvious applications in electronic mail and electronic
funds transfer systems. The problem in this paper [2] is
implementing a public-key cryptosystem whose security
rests in part on the difficulty of factoring large numbers
and the reader is urged to find a way to break the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
Watermarking is about robustness against possible
attacks, Watermark need not be hidden. Video
Watermarking involves embedding hidden information
derived from frames of video contents. Digital media are
now common after having taken over the traditional analog
media. There are lots of numbers of technical reasons
favoring to the digital media. Infrastructure such as
computers, printers, digital media players, and huge rate
digital transmission facilities became inexpensive and
widely available. Digital networks also provide an efficient
cost-effective means of distributing digital media. The
quality of the digital media is very good; in most cases it is
far better than corresponding analog coding. Different types
of compression techniques and error correction codes that
are now available for data digital representation improved
the quality-storage space tradeoffs.
However a major problem of digital media distribution
schemes is the difficulty to protect ownership rights or to
trace the source of a digital file. Digital media are easily
copied and redistributed by unauthorized parties. Anyone
may propose to use hidden codes to defend the media, but
when the media is decoded for viewing it is synchronized
into data streams that can be copied. Data hidden directly in
the host signal can serve as concern means for
authentication. Imperceptible hiding of data in the digital
media is called watermarking and the embedded information
is called a watermark.
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Robust and secure digital signature solution for multimedia
content authentication, by integrating content feature
extraction, error correction coding (ECC), watermarking
and cryptographic signature into one unified framework the
problem in this paper is [3] low robustness in image
processing. . Information theoretic bounds and simulation
results with state-of-the-art coding techniques are
compared. Further, reception after amplitude scaling attacks
and the inevitability of SCS embedding are investigated. [4]
The later result is mainly due to the independence of SCS
from the characteristics of the original signal.
RDM is based on using a gain-invariant adaptive
quantization step-size at both embedded and decoder. This
causes the watermarked signal being asymptotically
stationary but [5] those algorithms based on spherical code
words, which are quite difficult to deal with the attacks.
Spread Transform (ST) is a quantization watermarking
algorithm in which vectors of the wavelet coefficients of a
host work are quantized, using one of two dithered
quantizes, to embed hidden information bits. Visibility
considerations require that each spreading vector refer to
corresponding pixels in each of several frames [6] this
paper enables, it is tough to develop adaptive coding and
modulation techniques.
Robust watermarking Techniques for color images are a
Digital Signal or pattern inserted into a digital image. Here
embedded the watermark in the phase information in the
discrete Fourier transform domain since the phase distortion
is more sensitive to HVS than magnitude distortion.
Therefore it is more robust to tampering when compared to
magnitude distortion. This paper enables that the contains
linear additive watermarks, few algorithms resist the
watermark copy attack and ambiguity attack. The problem
of in this paper [15] is low robustness to product the
copyright and privacy.

video watermarking is even more useful than image
watermarking. Illegal distribution of movies through
internet is one of the biggest problems of the content
owners. Another problem is broadcast hijacking, which is
usually done on the TV broadcasting of video.
A. Watermark Embedding
In our proposal, first we segmented the video into frames,
then selecting and ordering of the frames by using Rgb
values. After that similarity ratio was found and ST-SCS
technique is used to generate the watermark. The generated
watermark is embedded into our video content; finally we
obtained the watermarked video content.
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Scalar Costa Scheme (SCS), which is a suboptimal
technique using scalar embedding and reception, functions.
Information theoretic bounds and simulation results with
state-of-the-art coding techniques are compared.
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Where Q denotes the scalar uniform quantization.
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Applying ST-SCS watermarking technique directly to the
video frames. Here frames are divided into number of
pixels and then the embedder computes the DCT into video
frames after that the actual watermark
Values added to the video frames. Thus, the achievable rate
of ST-SCS might be larger than that of SCS. Note that STSCS can never perform worse than SCS since SCS is a
special case of ST-SCS with the optimum choice of the
spreading factor for attacks of differing noise powers is
investigated.

III.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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V.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiment, we have tested the original video
content shown in Table1 .The frame size of the original
video content is 256  240 where the size of the
watermark is 52  19 pixels. The result shows that there
are no quality degradation. Set of possible attacks is very
complicated and can’t be easily described. Neither can we
define a limit on the distortion introduced by signal
processing operations in general case. Nowadays there have
been published more number of articles that contain
information theoretic analysis of information hiding
techniques. Such analysis is important as it provides us
theoretic boundaries of performance and intuition. The
quality of the watermarked video content obtained by using
peak noise ratio signal values .it could be obtained with
respect to the original video content.

Fig1. Watermark generated and embedded into the video
content
IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM
This concept gives the clear view over sequence of multiple
image leads to video rendering. If an image in the video is
preprocessed well so as the video. Here the video quality is
based on video preprocessing. While image watermarking
already entered in real time, video watermarking has not
became popular yet. This because of the fact that the
problem is difficulty and usually requires strengthful
computation resources. It is most important to note that
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TABLE 1: Embedding the watermark into the original video content

WATERMARK
EMBEDDDING
ALGORITHM
SPREAD
TRANSFORMSCALAR
COSTA
SCHEME

ORIGINAL VIDEO

WATERMARK

WATERMARKED
VIDEO

PSNR VALUE

0.7432

SPREAD
SPECTRUM

0.9854

QIM

0.8535

DFT

0.8586
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